Resorts World® Sentosa presents the world premiere of the first circus theatre spectacular to originate in Singapore

World renowned designer Mark Fisher leads an international creative team to make Singapore’s own circus theatre production

SINGAPORE, 30 March 2010 – Resorts World Sentosa, Singapore’s first integrated resort, will once again make history when it launches Voyage de la Vie – a fast-paced, colorful, stunt-a-minute spectacular filled with death-defying circus acts, mindboggling feats of agility, speed and balance, pulsating music, stunning sets and costumes – as the resort’s resident show.

Leading the team of illustrious show design talents from three continents is world acclaimed designer Mark Fisher who has been responsible for the most iconic entertainment show images over the past three decades. Best known for designing the sets for the world tours of Pink Floyd, The Rolling Stones, U2, Tina Turner and Robbie Williams, he has also designed the opening and closing ceremonies for both the Torino 2006 and Beijing 2008 Olympic Games, His stage design credits include “We Will Rock You”, Cirque du Soleil’s gravity-defying Vegas production of “Ka” and also the recently premiered ‘Elvis’.

Together with co-conceivers, Philip Wm McKinley (Director) and Ray Winkler (Set Design), Fisher has worked to create a show which would not only entertain visitors from all over the world but would be one which Singapore would be proud to call its own.

Mark Fisher, the Creative Producer of Voyage de la Vie said: “We wanted to create a show which would resonate with people in this region. To do this, we were privileged to work with the region’s best creative talents in music composition and choreography and design talents in costume design, sound design and lighting design who had equal input into the show. The creation of the work has been a joyful journey in itself. The show truly brings the best of East and West to tell a simple story that crosses the boundaries of language, generation and culture.”

Voyage de la Vie is literally translated from French to mean “a journey of life”. It is the story of a young man’s rites of passage. A boy, caught up in the modern corporate world and frustrated by the demands of work, seeks to de-stress himself by playing with a computer game in his office cubicle. He is magically sucked into his computer and a fantasy world where he journeys into the dark hidden depths of his imagination to find meaning and fulfillment. Led by the mysterious Lantern Keeper and the mischievous Game Master, he meets unusual characters who not only represent temptation, love, conflict and resolution, and life and death but symbolize the issues of his inner struggles about relationships, dreams, desires, conflict, death and freedom. The experience reaches its stunning climax as the boy breaks through the limits of his imagination to realize that it is the journey that enriches a soul, and not the Destination.
Ms Andrea Teo, Vice President of Entertainment at RWS and Executive Producer, Voyage de la Vie, said: “Voyage de la Vie is Singapore’s most ambitious theatre project to date. We have been working on the show for two years and we are proud to be creating a legacy which we hope will continue for generations to come. Producing an original production on this scale is unprecedented in this market. It’s something we are willing to do because we feel that this is the next step for Singapore’s arts and entertainment industry. We have been privileged to host and receive many wonderful existing international productions and we have great infrastructure in Singapore to receive these travelling shows. This time however, we are creating a production that is original from scratch.

“Our local crew is involved in the day to day work in making this happen and the exposure and experience of working side by side with an international team of known and upcoming talents has benefitted all greatly. This is the home base from which we hope to create a successful show that will also tour later internationally”.

Presented by Resorts World Sentosa, in collaboration with the Generating Company UK, the world premiere run of Voyage de la Vie will be staged indefinitely at Resorts World Sentosa from 17 June 2010 at its purpose-built 1,600-seat show room Festive Grand. It is supported by Official Card DBS Cards, Official Newspaper ST! Life, Official Makeup M.A.C, Official Freight Forwarder Agility Logistics and Official Sponsor Sennheiser (S) Pte Ltd.

Tickets for Voyage de la Vie will go on sale from 31 March 2010 at all Sistic outlets. A 15 per cent early bird discount will be exclusively extended to DBS / POSB credit & debit card members from 1 April onwards. Genting Rewards Card members will be entitled to a 10 per cent discount and RWS Club members are entitled to 5 per cent off. All Passion Card members are entitled to a 5 per cent discount. Students, Senior Citizens & Full Time NSF’s – 10 per cent off Weekend family special for children below 12 will be 30 per cent off

For more information, and detailed performance schedules please visit www.rwsentosa.com or call 6577 8888 for enquiries.

- End -

About Resorts World Sentosa
Resorts World Sentosa, one of the world’s most extensive and expensive integrated resorts at S$6.59 billion, was built in a record time of under three years. Resorts World Sentosa has soft opened its four hotels on 20 January 2010, its shopping and dining strip, FestiveWalk on 30 January 2010, Singapore’s first casino on 14 February 2010, together with the Resorts World Convention Centre, which includes its Compass Ballroom, 26 function rooms and 1,600-seat Festive Grand Theatre and Southeast Asia’s first and only Universal Studios Singapore on 18 March 2010. Supporting the attractions are a 3,500-lot carpark facility, restaurants, retail stores, entertainment and public attractions that include Emmy-award winner Jeremy Railton’s Lake of Dreams and Chamber of Treasures.

Resorts World Sentosa will open the world’s largest Marine Life Park, its Maritime Xperiential Museum, a destination spa and two remaining hotels with a total of 500 rooms in phase two development.
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*Voyage de la Vie*, resident show of Singapore’s first integrated resort, Resorts World Sentosa, is the first-ever circus theatre spectacular originating from Singapore that will be in the league of world-class theatre productions. *Voyage de la Vie* premieres 17 June 2010 at the 1600-seat Festive Grand of Resorts World Sentosa.
Mark Fisher, with an international reputation for creating live spectacular entertainment is the Architect, show designer and Conceiver for *Voyage de la Vie*.

*Voyage de la Vie* is designed and conceived by Mark Fisher, the man behind Vegas-style productions such as “KÀ” and the permanent show by Cirque du Soleil at the MGM Grand in Las Vegas, as well as every Rolling Stones show since 1989, every U2 concert since 1992, and the opening ceremonies for both the 2008 Beijing Olympics and the 2006 Winter Olympics in Turin.